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Abstract

We present the first approach to render highly realistic
free-viewpoint videos of a human actor in general apparel,
from sparse multi-view recording to display, in real-time at
an unprecedented 4K resolution. At inference, our method
only requires four camera views of the moving actor and the
respective 3D skeletal pose. It handles actors in wide cloth-
ing, and reproduces even fine-scale dynamic detail, e.g.
clothing wrinkles, face expressions, and hand gestures. At
training time, our learning-based approach expects dense
multi-view video and a rigged static surface scan of the ac-
tor. Our method comprises three main stages. Stage 1 is
a skeleton-driven neural approach for high-quality capture
of the detailed dynamic mesh geometry. Stage 2 is a novel
solution to create a view-dependent texture using four test-
time camera views as input. Finally, stage 3 comprises a
new image-based refinement network rendering the final 4K
image given the output from the previous stages. Our ap-
proach establishes a new benchmark for real-time render-
ing resolution and quality using sparse input camera views,
unlocking possibilities for immersive telepresence. Code
and data is available on our project page.

1. Introduction
Human free-viewpoint rendering is a long-standing and
highly challenging problem in Vision and Graphics. The
goal is to render any virtual viewpoint of the character
given a discrete set of input camera views. Earlier ap-
proaches resorted to variants of explicit multi-view photo-
metric reconstruction [4, 33, 34], reconstruction based on
light fields [22], point primitives [40], or template-based
scene representations [1, 5, 43] to compute an estimate of
dynamic shape and appearance from the multi-view input.
Despite great progress, these solutions are often limited
along multiple dimensions, for example: They often require
a very high number of camera views for good quality; com-

Figure 1. We propose Holoported Characters, a novel approach
for real-time free-view point rendering of humans at 4K resolution.
During inference, our method only requires four sparse images ob-
serving the human and the respective 3D skeletal pose. Then, our
three-stage pipeline generates novel views of the performance in
real-time and at an unprecedented resolution of 4K. We highlight
that our approach can account for detailed effects such as clothing
wrinkles, facial expressions, and hand gestures.

putation times are often far from real-time; ghosting arti-
facts in rendered appearance are prevalent since even the
best methods fail to capture error-free scene geometry.

In recent years, a new class of approaches to human
free-viewpoint rendering that combines explicit dynamic
scene representation with neural-network-based representa-
tion and image formation has led to a boost in result qual-
ity. These methods utilize neural implicit scene represen-
tations to encode the moving human [6, 7, 15, 20, 23, 25–
29, 37]. However, even the most advanced learning-based
approaches face clear limitations: Real-time processing
from capture to rendering on the basis of neural implicit
representations is hard to achieve [7]. Rendering resolu-
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tion is often limited [17, 26, 28]. Capturing and displaying
fine-scale dynamic effects, such as face expressions, hand
gestures, clothing dynamics, or the waving of hair, is of-
ten impossible [6, 7, 20] or requires complicated tracking
and registration pipelines [39, 42]. Finally, even for some
of the best approaches, there are clear differences between
ground-truth reference views and renderings, since methods
aim for plausibility (where details can differ) rather than
truthful detail reproduction [6, 7, 15, 23, 27, 37] and loose
types of apparel are often times out of reach [28].

We, therefore, present Holoported Characters, a new
method for human free-viewpoint rendering that is the first
combining the following properties: It is end-to-end real-
time at test time, potentially enabling live capture and free-
viewpoint rendering of a human in general wide clothing
at unprecedented 4K image resolution. It achieves state-
of-the-art and truthful, not merely plausible, free-viewpoint
rendering quality of even fine details (see Fig. 1). It only
requires four camera views at test time. It truthfully repro-
duces even face expressions, hand and finger gestures, and
dynamic details of loose clothing. This combination paves
the way for high-quality rendering in real-time merged re-
ality and telepresence.

The training phase of our algorithm requires as input a
static 3D scan of the person rigged with a skeleton, as well
as dense multi-view video of the moving person. Our al-
gorithm operates in three stages, each of which introduces
important contributions: In stage 1, our first contribution is
an improved real-time approach for neural network-based
skeleton-driven deformation of the template mesh. It ex-
tends the approach of Habermann et al. [6] by training the
deformation method on the multi-view video using both
color-based supervision as well as supervision from neu-
ral SDF reconstructions, which greatly enhances 3D shape
quality. In stage 2, given stage-1 human mesh reconstruc-
tions, we propose a real-time projective texturing pipeline
that maps the images onto the texture space of the mesh,
and a new neural-network-based method computes a dy-
namic and view-dependent surface texture and feature map
from this projected texture. It learns to compute a complete
coherent surface texture with minimal distortion despite po-
tential inaccuracies in stage-1 geometry. In stage 3, our new
image-based refinement network takes the stage-1 geometry
rendered with the stage-2 texture and features as input and
transforms it into the final high-resolution rendering.

We validate our design through thorough ablations, and
demonstrate state-of-the-art quality in our experiments.

2. Related Work
Free-view Replay. Methods for novel view synthesis of
general non-rigid scenes [16, 21, 32, 35] can be applied to
videos with humans but struggle with large articulations due
to the absence of human-specific priors. They enable scene

replay but do not allow changes in the human pose with-
out model retraining. Other human-specific replay methods
can be trained using monocular [41] or multi-view videos
[9, 49]. The visual quality of monocular methods can suffer
due to the lack of explicit 3D information [41]. Multi-view
methods [9, 49] can also render complex appearance ele-
ments like hair and clothing, even in real-time [49]. How-
ever, as they can solely replay the multi-view sequence they
were trained on, they are not well suited for interactive
telepresence applications, which is the focus of this work.

Animatable Avatars. Recent approaches generate novel
2D views of humans in novel poses but do not allow freely
changing the 3D viewpoint [2, 11, 18, 19, 30]. Specialized
approaches for the 3D free-viewpoint rendering of humans
from monocular or multi-view RGB videos achieve high-
fidelity results [10, 20, 41, 44, 47]; some of them generalize
to poses unseen during training [6, 7, 15, 23, 27, 29, 37].
Their major limitation is that details such as clothing wrin-
kles are blurred as the pose information is ambiguous: A
single pose can induce a variety of wrinkles, which often
happens during training and which causes averaging of fine
appearance details. While HDHumans [7] and other concur-
rent works [14, 24] can generate high-frequency wrinkles
(due to the generative formulation), those are often halluci-
nated and are not consistent with the ground-truth observa-
tions. Moreover, many methods also strongly rely on a neu-
ral rendering component, which makes them slow and not
suitable for immersive applications. DDC [6] is one of the
few methods which run in real-time and enable animatable
control over the character: It generates an explicit mesh and
texture and supports loose clothing. However, it still suffers
from blurred details as most other methods.

Image-driven Dynamic Scene Rendering. Approaches
that use images for novel view rendering of dynamic scenes
could also be applied to our task [17, 36, 45]. The recent
work ENeRF [17] is an interactive and real-time approach
for free-viewpoint rendering with a neural representation
driven by a sparse set of multi-view images. However, due
to the lack of human priors, the method suffers from multi-
view-consistency artifacts and does not generalize well to
new poses and views. In contrast, our method achieves view
consistent and high-quality results in real-time as we explic-
itly account for the humanoid structure, i.e. its articulation
and non-rigid deformations.

Sparse Image-driven Avatars. In contrast to the previ-
ous paragraph, some image-driven works [3, 13, 28] explic-
itly model human priors. Neural Image-based Avatars [13]
is a generalizable approach, which can drive arbitrary hu-
man performers from sparse images and 3D poses. How-
ever, it fails to generate high-quality wrinkles and expres-
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Figure 2. Method Overview. Holoported Characters takes sparse camera views, the respective 3D skeletal pose, and the camera pa-
rameters of the novel view as input and generates high-resolution rendering in real-time. Our character model takes the motion as input
and predicts a pose-dependent deformation of the template mesh. Then, our projective texturing pipeline maps the sparse views onto this
mesh’s texture space. This texture, camera encoding, and posed normal maps are then fed into our TexFeatNet, producing a view-dependent
dynamic texture feature. Finally, our SRNet takes those low-resolution features in image space and generates the high-resolution rendering.

sions for new identities. UV Volumes [3] is a recent work
that leverages a neural texture stack and generates a UV vol-
ume for real-time free-viewpoint rendering. However, they
require a dense capture setting at test time, whereas our ap-
proach requires solely four cameras. Drivable Volumetric
Avatars (DVA) [28] is most closely related to ours in that it
achieves high-quality free-viewpoint renderings of humans
in real-time from 3D skeletal pose and sparse RGB images.
In contrast to our method, they represent the virtual char-
acter as volumetric primitives loosely attached to a skinned
mesh. We found that their formulation is limited to tight
types of apparel, and their model does not scale well for
a large variety of poses. Instead, our approach features a
deformable character model capable of dealing with loose
clothing. Moreover, as we optimize explicit structures like
meshes and textures, we demonstrate high-quality appear-
ance recovery as well as generalizability to arbitrary poses.

3. Method

Given multi-view images of an actor, our objective is to
train a person-specific model capable of generating photo-
real renderings during inference. The model takes sparse
multi-view images, the corresponding 3D skeletal pose, and
the target virtual camera as input, and produces a render-
ing for the specified view (see Fig. 2). First, we introduce
our character model (Sec. 3.1), which generates a posed
character mesh from the 3D skeletal pose (stage 1). Then,
we explain our texture projection module (Sec. 3.2), which

projects the input images onto the mesh and generates a par-
tial texture map effectively encoding the high-frequency vi-
sual information of the sparse views (stage 2). Following
this, our TexFeatNet (Sec. 3.3) generates temporally stable,
view-conditioned, and complete texture and features for the
target view, which are rendered into image space and fed
finally to our SRNet module (Sec. 3.4), which generates the
final 4K renderings (stage 3).

3.1. Deformable Character Model

First, we introduce our deformable mesh-based model of
the human, which is image-agnostic, i.e. only depends on
the skeletal motion. It will later serve us as a proxy for our
projective texturing (Sec. 3.2) as we aim at learning the ap-
pearance in 2D texture/image space rather than in 3D, as
this is efficient and compatible with 2D convolutions. This
model takes the 3D motion Mt as input, and poses a tem-
plate mesh where t denotes the time. We build on top of the
learned character model of Habermann et al. [6],

Ci(Mt, feg(Mt), fdelta(Mt)) = vi, (1)

as it is differentiable, real-time, and has the capacity to ef-
fectively model loose clothing. The model incorporates a
structure-aware graph neural network feg(Mt) to address
coarse deformations. This network predicts the rotation
and translation of the nodes of an Embedded Graph [31]
of the template. Simultaneously, the network fdelta(Mt)
addresses fine deformations, predicting per-vertex displace-
ments of the template.
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Figure 3. Recovery of Geometric Details. Our proposed point-
cloud supervision and hand modeling helps us recover more details
such as wrinkles and hand gestures compared to the baseline.

The resultant deformations are applied to the template in
canonical space, followed by posing using Dual Quaternion
Skinning [12], yielding the final positioned vertex vi ∈ R3

for each vertex i of the template mesh. The aggregate of
these posed vertices V ∈ RN×3 is derived by stacking each
vi, where N represents the number of vertices in the tem-
plate. Their entire model is trained in multiple stages, using
only multi-view data. Please refer to the supplementary ma-
terial and the original work [6] for more technical details.

Improvements to the Character Model. In practice, re-
lying solely on multi-view images for model training yields
imprecise reconstruction, which hinders our projective tex-
turing pipeline. To improve the character model’s surface
quality, we first reconstruct a high-quality surface S per
frame using recent state-of-the-art surface reconstruction
methods [38]. We then leverage S to provide stronger 3D
supervision to the displacement network fdelta(Mt). In
practice, we do this with an additional Chamfer loss:

Lcham(V ,S) =
∑
vs∈S

min
v∈V

||vs−v||22+
∑
v∈V

min
vs∈S

||vs−v||22 (2)

where S ∈ RS×3 is obtained by using Poisson disk sam-
pling [46] on the surface S. We observe that this term sig-
nificantly improves the surface quality of the model. Fig. 3
shows the difference in geometry. Notice that the wrinkle
on the back is significantly better captured.

Additionally, we observe that the coarse deformation,
which feg(Mt) predicts, causes artifacts for the hands, as
they are a part of the body with high articulation very close
together, which cannot be modeled by coarse deformation.

To address this issue, we set specific parameters at hand ver-
tices to zero, preventing the model to deviate from the initial
skinning deformation. This significantly improves the per-
formance, as illustrated in Fig. 3.

3.2. Efficient Projective Texturing

Now that we have a reasonable 3D proxy from our previous
stage, we discuss how to encode the sparse image infor-
mation, i.e. the four camera views, into a common texture
space. We choose the texture space as it presents an effi-
cient way of encoding appearance, as it is spatially aligned
per frame, and rendering via a generated texture encodes
a 3D bias into the network enforcing multi-view consis-
tency. This motivates us to generate partial textures from
the sparse input images to effectively encode appearance
into a 2D representation while still being 3D-aware.

For each view i, we generate the partial texture T part,i ∈
RW×H×3 via inverse texture mapping, where W and H de-
note the texture map dimensions. In more detail, each texel
(u, v) is transformed into 3D space using the UV mapping
of our deformable mesh V and projected into the input view
i where (x, y) denotes the projected image-space coordi-
nates. We then store the color of the image at (x, y) in the
texture space at (u, v). However, this operation does not ac-
count for the fact that some texels might not be visible from
a particular view.

Thus, we compute per-view visibility masks T vis,i ∈
RW×H , which encode if a texel is visible in view i. For
a more detailed derivation of the texel visibility, we refer
to the supplement. Moreover, when the 3D surface normal
of a texel (u, v) is almost perpendicular to the camera ray
d ∈ R3 of the pixel (x, y), texture projection suffers from
distortions. Thus, despite the visibility, we add another con-
dition encoded as the boolean texture map:

T angle,i[u, v] = arcos(T norm[u, v] · d) < δ, (3)

which ensures that dot product between the texel normal
Tnorm ∈ RW×H×3 and the camera viewing direction is
smaller than a threshold angle δ. Our final computation for
whether a texel is valid or not is defined as:

T valid,i = T vis,i ∧ T angle,i, (4)

where ”∧” is the logical and operator.
Finally, we fuse the textures from all views via

T part = (
∑
i∈Cin

T part,i ◦ T valid,i) ◦ (
1

T count
), (5)

where ”◦” is the Hadamard product, Cin is the number of
input camera views, T part ∈ RW×H×3 is the final partial
texture, and T count ∈ RW×H stores the number of valid
views per texel. In practice, all operations can be efficiently
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Figure 4. Projective Texturing. Given a sparse set of cameras and
the posed character mesh, our method recovers a partial texture
map using projective texturing, where pixels in screen space are
mapped to texels of the texture map.

implemented using tensor operations, thus, leading to real-
time computations. Fig. 4 shows a partial texture obtained
by our method.

3.3. Tex-2-Tex Translation Network

While the generated partial textures effectively encode im-
age information, refinement is essential for achieving pho-
torealistic rendering since imperfect reconstruction and cal-
ibration often lead to artifacts. Additionally, some details
may not be observed from the sparse input views. Hence,
we propose a texture-to-texture network (TexFeatNet):

ftex(T part,Tmotion,T cam) = T dyn = |T rgb|T feat| (6)

T cam =
T pos − oc

||T pos − oc||
(7)

that takes the sparse image information, geometry as well
as viewing direction, and generates a view-dependent and
dynamic texture and feature map. Tmotion ∈ RW×H×T×3

encodes information about the skeletal motion by baking
the 3D surface normals of the posed mesh into a texture and
stacking them over a time window of size T . This allows
the network to recover pose-dependent appearance features
even if such information is not present in the partial texture,
i.e. the sparse input views. oc ∈ R3 is the camera origin,
T pos ∈ RW×H×3 stores the 3D coordinates of each texel
and T cam ∈ RW×H×3 encodes the viewing direction of the
target view, enabling the network to learn view-dependent
effects. T part are the previously derived partial textures.
Without them, we notice that results are blurrier due to the
one-to-many mapping [20] between skeletal pose and sur-
face appearance.

T dyn ∈ RW×H×75 is the output of the network, and
contains color (T rgb) in the first three channels and texel
features T feat, which are both the input to our super-
resolution module introduced next.

3.4. Differentiable Rendering and Super-Resolution

Given the deformable mesh V (Sec. 3.1) and the first three
channels, i.e. T rgb, of the dynamic texture map T dyn, we
can already render an image Imesh,c of the character with
dynamic appearance using a standard rasterizer R as

Imesh,c = Rc(V,T rgb). (8)

Here, c denotes the target camera view. However, this suf-
fers from typical mesh rendering artifacts such as staircas-
ing artifacts on the borders and also is limited by the reso-
lution of the texture map.

To overcome this, we propose a super-resolution module
(SRNet), which takes as input I feat,c computed as

Ifeat,c = Rc(V,T dyn), (9)

i.e. by rendering the features and RGB texture onto screen
space with a resolution of W ′ × H ′, and outputs a super-
resolved image

fsr(I feat,c) = Isr,c, (10)

which has a resolution of 4W ′ × 4H ′. As the SRNet
purely operates in image space, we implement it as a shal-
low 2D CNN with small receptive fields. Thus, it is power-
ful enough to super-resolve the image with detail recovery
while maintaining multi-view consistency.

Supervision. TexFeatNet ftex (Sec. 3.3) and the SRNet
fsr (Sec. 3.4) are jointly trained. The TexFeatNet network
is supervised using the rendering loss

Lren =
∑

c,(x,y)∈R2

∥F c[x, y] ◦ (Imesh,c[x, y]− Il
c[x, y])∥1, (11)

whereas SRNet is supervised using

Lsr =
∑

c,(x,y)∈R2

∥Isr,c[x, y]− (F c[x, y] ◦ Ih
c [x, y])∥1. (12)

F c are the foreground matting masks and I l
c and Ih

c are
the low- and high-resolution ground-truth images, respec-
tively. In Lsr, we omit applying the matting mask to the
super-resolved image, prompting the model to learn com-
plete images with improved border details.

4. Results
Runtime. Utilizing dual NVIDIA A100 GPUs, our in-
ference pipeline achieves real-time rendering at the full
4112 × 3008 resolution. GPU 1 runs the character model
and projective texturing at 22 FPS, while GPU 2 handles
TexFeatNet and SRNet at approximately 25 FPS. See the
supplementary material for more details.
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Figure 5. Qualitative Results for Novel Poses and Views. Our method generates high-quality renderings showing realistic wrinkle
patterns and high-frequency details such as hands gestures and facial expressions. Note that our method is robust to challenging poses like
squats and complicated clothing types such as loose skirts and highly textured garments, e.g. the pullover.

Dataset. We evaluate our method on two sequences from
the DynaCap dataset [6], including one subject wearing
tight clothes and one subject in loose clothes. Since in Dy-
naCap the actors are with fists clenched, we also recorded
a new dataset with three novel sequences where the ac-
tors were instructed to use both hands in a natural manner;
Therefore, we can evaluate the capability of our method
to represent fingers. We captured our new sequences in
a multi-view camera setup with 120 synced 4K resolution
cameras. Each sequence is performed by an actor wear-
ing different clothes and is split into around 20K frames for
training and 7K frames for testing. The camera streams are
further divided into training and testing views. To ensure
a fair comparison to other methods and to avoid a bias in
the results due motion tracking errors (which is not the fo-
cus of this work), we run markerless motion capture on 20
cameras.

4.1. Qualitative Results

We evaluate our method qualitatively considering novel
view synthesis and novel pose synthesis. Our method gener-
alizes to novel poses at test time as demonstrated in Fig. 5,
where we show results for unseen poses rendered under new
viewpoints. Note the quality of hands, clothing wrinkles,
and expressions that can be generated by our method in real
time, even for unseen poses. We would also like to point
out that our approach is able to model wrinkles faithfully,
even for very challenging loose clothes, as shown for sub-
ject S2. This is due to the ability of our character model to
generalize in this setting. Finally, note the quality of hands
and facial expressions, for subjects S4 and S5, which is piv-
otal for immersive telepresence. Additionally, we provide
more visualizations and applications such as texture editing
as well as telepresence in the supplemental material.

4.2. Comparison

Comparison to Animatible Methods. In Fig. 6, we qual-
itatively compare our method to approaches that solely take

Figure 6. Comparison with Animatible Approaches. Here, we
show results for novel poses. Note that DDC [6] fails to produce
high-frequency details and cloth wrinkles. HDHumans [7] can
hallucinate high-frequency details, however, they do not match the
ground truth. In contrast, our method produces high-quality ren-
derings, which are consistent with the ground truth.
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Figure 7. Comparison with Image-driven Approaches. EN-
eRF [17] produces artifacts under far views and DVA [28] suffers
from blurred renderings. In contrast, our method generalizes well
to far views and produces sharp results.

the skeletal pose as input during test time. DDC [6] is
the state of the art in terms of runtime as it demonstrates
real-time performance, while HDHumans [7] can be con-
sidered the state of the art in terms of photorealism though
not achieving real-time performance. Note that DDC often
synthesizes blurred textures resulting in a lack of detail as
the pose to appearance mapping is not a bijection and they
do not explicitly account for that. While HDHumans gen-
erates sharper wrinkles, they do not match the ground truth
caused by their adversarial training (see insets in Fig. 6).
Moreover, both methods cannot account for facial expres-
sions and hand gestures. In contrast, our method faithfully
recovers the ground truth details, and is able to generate fa-
cial expressions and hand gestures.

Comparison to Image-driven Methods. Next, we com-
pare to methods, that take sparse multi-view images as input
and render free-viewpoint videos in real time. ENeRF [17]

is a method designed for general scenes, while DVA [28]
is specifically designed for humans, thus, most closely re-
lated to our approach. Originally, ENeRF uses the near-
est two views at test time from a dense setup to produce
the target view, which effectively violates our sparse view
requirement during inference. Instead, we retrain ENeRF
using all the training views/frames and always perform in-
ference using four fixed cameras, which is the same set-
ting used for all methods. As shown in Fig. 7, ENeRF, be-
cause of their constrained color formulation, fails to main-
tain multi-view consistency and produces blurry results for
novel views, especially for those that are far away from the
input views. We further compare to DVA [28]. Since DVA’s
character model is solely based on skinning and regular-
izes large deformations, it performs poorly in representing
high-frequency details and loose types of apparel. We also
found that their volume-primitive-based formulation is hard
to train on a large variety of poses leading to a degradation
in quality when training on large-scale data (such as the Dy-
naCap dataset), which is essential to achieve desired pose
generalization at test time. In consequence, we found that
DVA produces blurred results and noticeable artifacts (see
insets in Fig. 7). In contrast, our method results in high-
quality renderings with sharp details, wrinkles, and it can
also handle loose clothing. We refer to the supplemental for
a more detailed analysis of these methods.

Evaluation Protocol. We quantitatively compare our
method with the state-of-the-art approaches on two subjects
of the DynaCap dataset. We trained all methods on every
frame of the training sequence using the training camera
views. For evaluating the novel view synthesis accuracy,
we compute metrics on holdout views (cameras: 7, 18, 27,
40) on every 10th frame of the training sequence and re-
port the average. For novel poses, we compute metrics on
the same views but on the testing sequence for every 10th
frame. Again, we report the average across frames. We re-
port the Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR), Learned Per-
ceptual Image Patch Similarity (LPIPS) [48], and Frechet
Inception Distance (FID) [8] in the following. For a fair
comparison, we trained all approaches on 1K resolution.

Quantitative Comparisons. In Tab. 1, we report the
quantitative comparisons for both tasks, i.e. novel view and
pose synthesis. Our method outperforms all previous real-
time methods by a significant margin, especially in LPIPS
and FID metrics. This demonstrates its strong superiority
in producing realistic renderings with fine details. Com-
paratively, our method performs on par with HDHumans,
while running orders of magnitude faster. Most importantly,
our method recovers the real details present in the ground
truth, while HDHumans produces details that are percep-
tually plausible, but which not necessarily align with the
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Subject S1 (tight clothing) Subject S2 (loose clothing)

Method RT PSNR↑ LPIPS↓ (×1000) FID↓ PSNR↑ LPIPS↓ (×1000) FID↓

DDC ✔ 32.96 (28.05) 20.07 (30.43) 27.73 (38.37) 27.92 (25.92) 36.33 (41.07) 47.23 (56.43)
ENeRF ✔ 30.75 (30.54) 28.03 (29.41) 32.81 (36.39) 29.83 (29.61) 35.07 (36.08) 36.51 (41.08)

DVA ✔ 31.65 (30.60) 26.27 (29.41) 35.68 (43.11) 27.32 (24.06) 40.95 (45.73) 144.21 (142.07)
Ours 1K ✔ 33.93 (30.19) 14.38 (24.95) 8.27 (12.80) 33.18 (28.85 ) 23.04 (30.50) 11.10 (18.01)

HDHumans ✘ 31.00 (27.69) 14.61 (24.00) 4.93 (9.25) 28.98 (26.32) 26.28 (33.33) 6.83 (11.87)
Ours ✔ 33.93 (30.24) 12.98 (23.74) 6.28 (11.62) 31.45 (28.03) 21.86 (28.49) 5.95 (13.26)

Table 1. Quantitative Comparison. We present novel view and novel pose (brackets) synthesis results on subjects S1 and S2 from the
DynaCap dataset [6]. Our method outperforms real-time approaches and particularly excels in loose clothing (S2). Bold indicates best.

Method PSNR↑ LPIPS↓ (×1000) FID↓ Res.

w/o Texture 26.44 44.34 66.13 1K
w/o Features 29.89 25.52 14.02 1K
w/o Chamfer 30.04 27.47 13.81 1K

w/o SR 29.76 27.82 15.17 1K
w/o 4K Train 30.19 24.95 12.80 1K

Ours 30.24 23.74 11.62 1K

w/o 4K Train 28.81 33.35 18.69 4K
Ours 28.75 32.4 17.42 4K

Table 2. Quantitative Ablations. We evaluate the main compo-
nents of our method considering novel pose synthesis on subject
S1. Every component in our pipeline contributes to our final re-
sults. Notably, the texture input, the super resolution (SR) module,
and the Chamfer loss are the most relevant components.

Ours GTw/o SRw/o Texture w/o Features w/o 4K

Figure 8. Qualitative Ablations. Note that all our design choices,
i.e. partial texture features, super resolution, and 4K supervision,
contribute to the final result quality.

ground truth. This is further verified by the difference in the
PSNR metric between our methods.

4.3. Ablation

Partial Texture Input. Removing the partial textures as
an input to our TexFeatNet turns our method into an ani-
matable representation, which suffers from the ambiguous
mapping from skeletal pose to appearance. Adding the
partial texture instead effectively provides additional cues
and, thus, results in better PSNR, LPIPS, and FID scores
(Tab. 2). We additionally ablate the usefulness of the ad-
ditional features, which are the output of our TexFeatNet
along with the texture itself or, conversely, the input to the
SRNet. The additional texture features boost all the metrics

and also the general sharpness of the result (see “w/o Fea-
tures” and “Ours” in Fig. 8). The additional features help to
preserve some of the high-frequency information that might
be lost in a pure color-based texture with finite spatial reso-
lution, as well as the forward texture mapping process.
Geometric Details. We also evaluate the effect of the
Chamfer loss for the 3D surface supervision in Tab. 2. It
significantly improves the rendering quality, as it leads to
surfaces that are better aligned with the input images.
4K Resolution. The super-resolution (SR) module signif-
icantly contributes to improving the visual quality and the
metrics. Importantly, the SRNet removes observable noise,
which is due to the discrete mapping of texels, and the typ-
ical mesh boundary artifacts (see the inset “w/o SR” and
“Ours” in Fig. 8). Considering the rendering resolution, we
observe that training our approach on 4K images translates
into better metrics for both evaluation cases (1K and 4K
image resolution), especially when considering LPIPS and
FID, which are more sensitive to high-frequency details in
comparison to PSNR.

5. Conclusions
We introduced Holoported Characters, a novel method
for real-time free-viewpoint rendering of humans from
sparse RGB cameras and 3D skeletal poses. Our approach
achieves unprecedented 4K resolution and runtime perfor-
mance by seamlessly integrating neural and explicit com-
ponents. We believe our work is an important step towards
telepresence enabling immersive communication across the
globe. However, our method is not without limitations.
For example, we cannot handle topological changes such
as opening a jacket. For the future, we plan to explore
multi-layered human representations potentially being able
to model topological changes, which our method currently
cannot handle.
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